Croatia Airlines would like to inform our Business partners and suppliers that we have introduced standards ISO 14001 for Environmental management and ISO 50001 for Energy management. With this, Croatia Airlines confirms its dedication towards Environment and Energy preservation and to Sustainable development as well.

Accordingly, Croatia Airlines have introduced Environmental protection and Energy efficiency Policy which is based on principles of cautiousness, preventive action and pollution removal at its source with continuous measurements and activities.

We call on you to join in accomplishment of our goals.

You can contribute with active and preventive actions of your company, your suppliers and contractors by:

- enforcing legal acts in Environmental protection and Energy efficiency
- complying with special requests regarding securing pollution source and energy efficiency
- coordinating with Croatia Airlines in all issues and information regarding Environmental protection and Energy efficiency
- introducing your employees, suppliers and contractors with Croatia Airlines Environmental protection and Energy efficiency Policy

With best regards,

Jasmin Bajić

President & CEO